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Serie NT per lavorazione completa sulle 6 facce. Centri a 5 assi interpolanti. 

Lunghezza pezzo max 25.000 mm 

Massima sezione profilato 600x300mm 

Corse assi Y/Z max.1.100/850mm 

Velocità avanzamento max. 90/55/55m/min 

Elettromandrino max. 37kW/28.000giri/min 

 

PROFILE MACHINING CENTER PBZ
®
 NT 

PROFILE MACHINING CENTER FOR FLEXIBLE AND 
POWERFUL 6-SIDE HSC COMPLETE MACHINING 

PRECISION AND PERFORMANCE 

6-side profile machining with high accuracy as well as outstanding flexibility? That is where 
the PBZ NT comes into its own. The fixed portal is the basis for the stability of the profile 
machining center, which allows precise and powerful machining of aluminum and steel 
sheet profiles and extrusions. 

INTERFERENCE-FREE 6-SIDE COMPLETE MACHINING 

The intelligent clamping technology permits end machining of several short profile parts or 
a long profile as well as interference-free 6-side complete machining, including milling, 
sawing, drilling, shift cuts and thread milling and cutting. 
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ERGONOMICS 

An excellent view into the workzone, operator-friendly design as well as loading and 
unloading at a favorable working height result in an extremely ergonomic workplace – 
independently of the chosen machine size. 

35hp 
SPINDLE POWER 

28.000rpm 
SPINDLE SPEED 

20 

 

CLAMPING TECHNOLOGY PBZ NT // ADDITIONAL FEATURES 

In addition to the proven bavius clamping technology for the machines in the PBZ product 
line, the PBZ NT also offers further options for efficient workpiece clamping: 

// Flexible clamping system for machining of all common profile cross sections 
// Free positioning of the clamping vices over the entire length 
// Standard clamping vices or wide version up to 28 in 
// Automated pulling apart of the workpiece for 6-sided machining, also on both ends 
// Simple clamping element changeover 
// Multi-function clamping vices prevent damage during vice shifting 
// Special rigid clamping vice design with high clamping force allows the machining of steel 
profiles 
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TECHNICAL DATA AT A GLANCE // PBZ
®
 NT 

Workpiece length up to 984 in 

Profile cross section up to 24 x 12 in 

Axis travel X/Y/Z variable / 43 / 34 in 

Travel speed X/Y/Z up to 3543 / 2165 / 2165 in/min 

Spindle data Power: up to 35 hp (S1) 
Speed: up to 28.000 rpm 
Torque: up to 21 ft-lb (S1) 

Standard machine sizes PBZ NT 600, PBZ NT 800, PBZ NT 1000, PBZ NT 1200, PBZ NT 1400 
(other machine sizes on request) 
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 Powerful HSC machining of aluminum and steel sheet profiles and extrusions 

 Special rigid clamping vice design with high clamping force allows the machining of steel 
profiles 

 Interference-free 6-sided complete machining up to 984 in. 

 Machining on both profile ends 

 Burr-free machining thanks to HSC technology 

 Very high axis speed in X 

 Proven machine kinematics 

 Best ergonomics 
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 Fully enclosed workzone 

 

 

OPTIONS 

Choosing from a large range of options, we configure your machining center individually 
for your specific requirements based on the components for your application. 

https://www.bavius-technologie.com/en/products/options/
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